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The ARM architecture is the industry's leading 16/32-bit embedded RISC processor solution.  ARM Powered microprocessors are  being routinely designed into a wider range of products than any other 32-bit processor.  This wide applicability is made possible by the ARM architecture, resulting in optimal system solutions at the crossroads of high performance, low power consumption and low cost.
 This is the authoritative reference guide to the ARM RISC architecture.  Produced by the architects that are actively working on the ARM specification, the book contains detailed information about all versions of the ARM and Thumb instruction sets, the memory management and cache functions, as well as optimized code examples. 

About the Author
David Seal is one of the chief instruction set architects working for ARM, and has worked with the ARM architecture since it was first developed in 1984-85.  He received a BA in Mathematics from Cambridge University, England, and is the holder of several patents relating to the ARM architecture.
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Beautiful Architecture: Leading Thinkers Reveal the Hidden Beauty in Software DesignO'Reilly, 2009
What are the ingredients of robust, elegant, flexible, and maintainable software architecture? Beautiful Architecture answers this question through a collection of intriguing essays from more than a dozen of today's leading software designers and architects. In each essay, contributors present a notable software architecture, and analyze...
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Particles And the Universe (Physics in Our World)Facts on File, 2007
AS A STUDENT forced to flee Cambridge University during an epidemic in 1665–66, Isaac Newton—later knighted, becoming Sir Isaac—found a lot of time to do experiments. He put this time to good use, discovering the basis for many of the laws of physics he would go on to publish a few decades later. Newton’s equations...
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Architecture, Society, and Ritual in Viking Age Scandinavia: Doors, Dwellings, and Domestic SpaceCambridge University Press, 2019

	In this book, Marianne Hem Eriksen explores the social organization of Viking Age Scandinavia through a study of domestic architecture, and in particular, the doorway. A highly charged architectural element, the door is not merely a practical, constructional solution. Doors control access, generate movement, and demark boundaries, yet also serve...
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Reporting Technical InformationOxford University Press, 2001

	The leading text in technical writing, Reporting Technical Information introduces students to all aspects of technical communication, including letters, proposals and progress reports, recommendation reports, research reports, instructions, and oral reports. Continuing the esteemed tradition of its predecessors, the tenth edition...
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Approaches to Quantum Gravity: Toward a New Understanding of Space, Time and MatterCambridge University Press, 2009

	The theory of quantum gravity promises a revolutionary new understanding of gravity and spacetime, valid from microscopic to cosmological distances. Research in this field involves an exciting blend of rigorous mathematics and bold speculations, foundational questions and technical issues. Containing contributions from leading researchers in...
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The Dynamics of Peaceful and Violent Protests in Hong Kong: The Anti-extradition MovementPalgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		This book shows that Hong Kong’s protests from June to December 2019 originated from not only an attempt to extradite a Hong Kong man involved in a Taiwan murder case, but also China’s effort at extraditing corrupt mainlanders who laundered dirty money in the territory. The mixture of peaceful and violent protests was due...
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